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04-20-2012, 07:40 AM  

louis_the_dog  

Member 
  

Join Date: Apr 2012 

Posts: 49  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by char  

BB states they use their own pool of websites they work with. 

 

People are encouraged to go with the Ad-Pub pack even if you don't have a website. They 

probably make one for you and ad it to their pool? Wonder how many of those in the pool are 

only folks joining and in BB? hmmmmm 

 

Are they selling any ad space to people not in BB? Any publishers not in BB? Names please. 

I'm sure they won't tell you anyway.  
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Where is outside money coming in to pay for all these profits? 

 

Scammers keep tapping into the intangible market, i.e. advertising or auto-surfing - Like 

selling air. 

 

Create a spuedo website, then sell space on it, and it all looks like a legit product. 

 

You never know where the bottom is. Could be you!! Just ask the adsurfdaily folks who lost 

millions. Btw, by the time asd hit scam.com, the end was near. Scary huh? 

NONE of the publisher websites where adspace is purchased comes from the BB membership. 

Put it this way, you buy a car, you sell that car at a profit, you decide to buy more cars out of that 

money and not take anything out to spend. That's how basically this thing works although much 

more complicated when you actually look into it. It's built for longevity, yes they are developing 

their own websites such as a social network site called promo121 etc. Of course they will have 

adspace on these sites to sell and why not? 

 

They do not play one member off the other, if they did they wouldn't be around this long, here 

since nov'10. It's ok if you want to say its a scam etc because I though exactly that 9 months ago 

but then I did my due diligence and saw exactly what it was/says. An INNOVATIVE way to 

earn revenue online.  

 

Do some research and find the negatives. 

 

OH JUST MAKING SURE YOU READ THIS PART, IT'S TOTALLY PASSIVE IF YOU 

WANT ;) 

 

 

 

Last edited by louis_the_dog : 04-20-2012 at 07:44 AM.  
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char  

Darkness Shines on Pyramids 
  

Join Date: Aug 2008 

Location: Reality 

Posts: 490  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

NONE of the publisher websites where adspace is purchased comes from the BB membership. 

Really? 
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"We supply you with inventory (online ad space) on various websites owned and operated by 

Banners Broker – think of it as your own profitable online real estate. Each of these sites 

already has a sizeable amount of existing traffic. So each time your ad space produces 

impressions for selected banners on the site, you earn a commission." 

__________________ 
If MLM is such a wonderful business model, why aren't you still doing Amway?  
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louis_the_dog  

Member 
  

Join Date: Apr 2012 

Posts: 49  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by char  

Really? 

 

"We supply you with inventory (online ad space) on various websites owned and operated by 

Banners Broker – think of it as your own profitable online real estate. Each of these sites 

already has a sizeable amount of existing traffic. So each time your ad space produces 

impressions for selected banners on the site, you earn a commission." 

Yes "REALLY", where in that does it say that they are using members (publishers) websites? I 

already stated that they are building their own network of sites including a social network, with 

40,000 already in the membership it would be a smart move. 
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Darkness Shines on Pyramids 
  

Join Date: Aug 2008 

Location: Reality 

Posts: 490  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

Yes "REALLY", where in that does it say that they are using members (publishers) websites? I 

already stated that they are building their own network of sites including a social network, with 

40,000 already in the membership it would be a smart move. 
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Here are your own words: 

Quote: 

If you have your own website BB will find you advertisers to place on your site. If you take 

the advertiser route then they'll find publishers to place your ads on. It's just like Adwords and 

adsense except that the combo package combines both. That's what I chose. As well as my ad 

inventory that I rent I get impressions that I can use to advertise my business by attaching my 

own banners that BB will blast out virally. You then get a report about the amount of click 

throughs you get also.  

Quote: 

NONE of the publisher websites where adspace is purchased comes from the BB membership.  

Quote: 

I already stated that they are building their own network of sites  

So, technically, if you happen to have a business, the official website goes bye bye of that 

business gets placed on a page designed and hosted by BB which is EVEN WORSE See below... 

 

Quote from another promoter: 

"The concept is simple. On the advertising side, you sign up for the campaign of your choice. On 

the publishing side, Banners Broker designs and hosts your very own virtual online store from 

which you earn attractive advertising commissions." 

__________________ 
If MLM is such a wonderful business model, why aren't you still doing Amway?  
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Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by char  

Here are your own words: 
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So, technically, if you happen to have a business, the official website goes bye bye of that 

business gets placed on a page designed and hosted by BB which is EVEN WORSE See below... 

 

Quote from another promoter: 

"The concept is simple. On the advertising side, you sign up for the campaign of your choice. 

On the publishing side, Banners Broker designs and hosts your very own virtual online store 

from which you earn attractive advertising commissions." 

right, here we go.... you have 3 options...you can be an advertiser, where you have a business to 

advertise and bb finds sites not connected to its members to advertise on..... you can be a 

publisher where you own a website, you must have 1000 hits per day, 24 hour maintenance etc 

and BB finds you advertisers (not from members) to advertise on your page,....you can have the 

ad-pub combo where you rent a space from a 200k site network and in turn advertisers come to 

you to use your space, as well as that you get impressions where you can create a campaign for 

your own BB business or any other business once its not gambling or adult material and target 

individual countries, cities etc.... you can then see a daily report on that campaign to see if you 

are getting any click throughs. I took the ad-pub combo as i dont have a business to advertise.  

 

Just go to the main site and there is a video, you dont have to sign up to see it and it explains how 

its all connected 

 

Ad-Pub Combo 

Unlike any other online marketing opportunity available, Banners Broker offers its Combo 

Package to entrepreneurs who want to advertise their businesses and earn advertising revenue. 

The concept is simple. On the advertising side, you sign up for the campaign of your choice. On 

the publishing side, Banners Broker designs and hosts your very own virtual online store from 

which you earn attractive advertising commissions. 

Uniqueness of Ad-Pub Combo 

With this option, you get the best of both worlds. Ad Impressions for personal use, as well Ad 

Inventory that is purchased across our Publisher Network (over 150,000 sites). 

What makes this unique, is whatever you spend on Ad Impressions, you will twice that amount 

from the revenue you earn as a Publisher. That is right! Twice! 

This is what makes our program so effective and unique, you get to take advantage of the Ad 

Impressions to increase your web presence, while at the same time earn revenue from Publisher 

sites that you have rented space on. This is why Banners Broker is one of the fastest growing 

online advertising companies on the web today. 

How Ad-Pub Combo Packs Earn Revenue 

The Publisher is where all the revenue is generated in this program. It is NOT based on sales 

from new members, which we use to payout existing members, as the math would not work and 

it would make us illegal. 

The uniqueness of this product is, that whatever you spend on the Ad-Pub Combo Package, you 

earn twice that amount from the revenue of your Ad-Inventory (Panels) which are included in the 

Pack of your choice. 

New Members: Are allowed to buy only 1 Ad-Pub Combo Pack + Panels till a maximum amount 

of $5000, above which will be considered as a “Corporate Sale”; 



Existing Members: Are allowed to buy only Panels (as they already have 1 Ad-Pub Combo Pack 

in their account), till total amount of each buy of $5000; 

 

just copied and pasted this bit 

 

 
Last edited by louis_the_dog : 04-21-2012 at 10:44 AM.  
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Senior Member 
  

Join Date: Apr 2012 
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Re: Banners Broker  

 
Wow Jet, 5,000 dollars profit every month for 10,000 dollars investment. That is the best return I 

have ever heard of.  

I deal in stocks, bonds and currencies. I am not adverse to taking a risk or two and am always 

attracted to the thoughts of high returns. But...600% returns p.a. I just can't see how that is 

possible. 

I am a shareholder in google and they are not achieving such returns.  

Now if google are the biggest competitor and their return is somewhere in the order of 29% for 

advertising, and banners brokers are somewhere in the order of 600%, then there is something 

serious wrong with this picture. 

Can you explain the discrepancy? This you have to admit raises major suspicions. 

Of course, I don't know the full workings of BB but the bottom line just does not add up. Can 

you explain what I am missing? 
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Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

right, here we go.... you have 3 options...you can be an advertiser, where you have a business 

to advertise and bb finds sites not connected to its members to advertise on..... you can be a 

publisher where you own a website, you must have 1000 hits per day, 24 hour maintenance etc 
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and BB finds you advertisers (not from members) to advertise on your page,....you can have the 

ad-pub combo where you rent a space from a 200k site network and in turn advertisers come to 

you to use your space, as well as that you get impressions where you can create a campaign for 

your own BB business or any other business once its not gambling or adult material and target 

individual countries, cities etc.... you can then see a daily report on that campaign to see if you 

are getting any click throughs. I took the ad-pub combo as i dont have a business to advertise.  

 

Just go to the main site and there is a video, you dont have to sign up to see it and it explains 

how its all connected 

 

Ad-Pub Combo 

Unlike any other online marketing opportunity available, Banners Broker offers its Combo 

Package to entrepreneurs who want to advertise their businesses and earn advertising 

revenue. The concept is simple. On the advertising side, you sign up for the campaign of your 

choice. On the publishing side, Banners Broker designs and hosts your very own virtual 

online store from which you earn attractive advertising commissions. 

Uniqueness of Ad-Pub Combo 

With this option, you get the best of both worlds. Ad Impressions for personal use, as well Ad 

Inventory that is purchased across our Publisher Network (over 150,000 sites). 

What makes this unique, is whatever you spend on Ad Impressions, you will twice that amount 

from the revenue you earn as a Publisher. That is right! Twice! 

This is what makes our program so effective and unique, you get to take advantage of the Ad 

Impressions to increase your web presence, while at the same time earn revenue from 

Publisher sites that you have rented space on. This is why Banners Broker is one of the fastest 

growing online advertising companies on the web today. 

How Ad-Pub Combo Packs Earn Revenue 

The Publisher is where all the revenue is generated in this program. It is NOT based on sales 

from new members, which we use to payout existing members, as the math would not work and 

it would make us illegal. 

The uniqueness of this product is, that whatever you spend on the Ad-Pub Combo Package, you 

earn twice that amount from the revenue of your Ad-Inventory (Panels) which are included in 

the Pack of your choice. 

New Members: Are allowed to buy only 1 Ad-Pub Combo Pack + Panels till a maximum 

amount of $5000, above which will be considered as a “Corporate Sale”; 

Existing Members: Are allowed to buy only Panels (as they already have 1 Ad-Pub Combo 

Pack in their account), till total amount of each buy of $5000; 

 

just copied and pasted this bit 

The above quote is so full of contradiction, I just don't know where to begin. I think the most 

telling is you bought the ad-pub pack, yet you don't have a business. 

 

And if you did, you can't even use your own website but their virtual one! 

 

You state that revenue comes from publishers and not members but you yourself are a publisher, 

ad-pub pack. Oh but you can RENT a website to sell ads on puleeeze. 



 

BannersBroker has certainly done their job in confusing you and masking this ponzi scheme (for 

a while). 

 

One question, can you cash in tomorrow and collect your money without penalty? 

 

And as noname pointed out, a 600% return??!!!!!! 

 

I strongly suggest, again, BB people research adsurfdaily over on patrickpretty.com because man 

you people are being blinded by greed. Shame on all of you that invite others into this. How are 

you going to feel when the bottom falls off and grandma lost her medicine money? Shame on 

you and being stupid is no excuse. 

__________________ 
If MLM is such a wonderful business model, why aren't you still doing Amway?  
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by noname999  

Wow Jet, 5,000 dollars profit every month for 10,000 dollars investment. That is the best return 

I have ever heard of.  

I deal in stocks, bonds and currencies. I am not adverse to taking a risk or two and am always 

attracted to the thoughts of high returns. But...600% returns p.a. I just can't see how that is 

possible. 

I am a shareholder in google and they are not achieving such returns.  

Now if google are the biggest competitor and their return is somewhere in the order of 29% for 

advertising, and banners brokers are somewhere in the order of 600%, then there is something 

serious wrong with this picture. 

Can you explain the discrepancy? This you have to admit raises major suspicions. 

Of course, I don't know the full workings of BB but the bottom line just does not add up. Can 

you explain what I am missing? 

 

Like I said, I'm a newbie and I may be far off. but even if I was spot you, you're not ready to 

accept it anyway. 

 

There are some people in this world, where no matter how good the opportunity is, they'll look 

for ways to discredit it or find fault with it, simply because they can. 

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&p=1170822&postcount=38
http://www.scam.com/member.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&u=206346
http://www.scam.com/newreply.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&do=newreply&p=1170657
http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?p=1170335


 

They waste time by looking for reasons why they shouldn't do it rather than reasons for why they 

should. 

 

It's a very pessimistic and cynical view of the world and this attitude towards opportunities will 

always end in letting every system pass by, even if it was the greatest system in the world. 

 

They continue to look for faults while some other people look at them from the sidelines making 

money within the system and wondering what on earth are these people looking for. Even if you 

offered the world to them on a stick, they would find a problem with that. 

 

So, my advice to anyone who's on the fence is to join BB. It's free to register. Look around the 

members area, and spend some time going through the tutorials. 

 

Then spend as much time as you need interviewing every single person who has joined BB and 

ask them is they have ever lost money. 

 

Even ask BB if anyone has ever left them after joining. 

 

Remember, there is a limit to due diligence. Going over the line results in wasting time and is 

counter productive to making money online. 

 

JH 

__________________ 

Empower Network Review With its Flaws and Strong Points  
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JH[/quote] 

Quote: 

Like I said, I'm a newbie and I may be far off. but even if I was spot you, you're not ready to 

accept it anyway.  

You are a self admitted newbie yet you judge those who've seen scams like this before and try to 

warn others? 

http://www.bannersbroker.com/agentsignup
http://www.empower-networking.com/empower-network-review
http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&p=1170885&postcount=39
http://www.scam.com/member.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&u=88620
http://www.scam.com/newreply.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&do=newreply&p=1170822
http://www.scam.com/member.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&u=88620


Quote: 

It's a very pessimistic and cynical view of the world and this attitude towards opportunities will 

always end in letting every system pass by, even if it was the greatest system in the world.  

I was wondering how long it would take you to go down this road. This is the typical response 

which is taught by uplines who are making money off you. It is what people say when they can't 

answer the tough questions. 

Quote: 

They continue to look for faults while some other people look at them from the sidelines 

making money within the system and wondering what on earth are these people looking for.  

You do know that people will make money in ponzi schemes - That is how they work, duhhh. 

But you better know how close you are to the bottom "newbie". 

__________________ 
If MLM is such a wonderful business model, why aren't you still doing Amway?  
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by Jetheat  

They waste time by looking for reasons why they shouldn't do it rather than reasons for why 

they should. 

So if I told you that could make a lot of money by sticking your head in the oven, you would just 

do it ? You wouldn't stop and have a little think, or even do a bit of research on things like, say, 

brains bursting at high temperatures ? No, of course, you wouldn't, but that's because you aren't 

cynical ! 

 

Well, maybe you should be, and then you could perhaps use Google, where you will find plenty 

of people complaining that they have paid money and not got a penny back. And you will find 

plenty of other people who explain just why it is a Ponzi scheme. You might even find the details 

of the rewards you should get when your "sales team" sell 100+ ad-packs, or 200+ ad-packs, etc, 

not that this is about recruiting and selling to people below you, no, no, this is how you can make 

a 600% return by not owning anything or doing any real work. 

 

If you think this is about selling/renting/profit sharing from ad-space, then you have completely 

missed the point, and you get to stay at the bottom of the pyramid. 

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&p=1170910&postcount=40
http://www.scam.com/member.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&u=203897
http://www.scam.com/newreply.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&do=newreply&p=1170885
http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?p=1170822
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

Put it this way, you buy a car, you sell that car at a profit, you decide to buy more cars out of 

that money and not take anything out to spend. 

Oh right, that makes sense now. I go to a car dealer and a buy a brand new BMW for 40 grand.  

I then do an advertisement that says : 

"For sale - second-hand BMW. Brand new price, 40 grand. Special offer price 50 grand. Hurry 

while stocks last" 

 

Repeat the above process until I have made a fortune. 

 

However, this is tiring for me, so how about these two schemes : 

 

Scheme 1 

You send me 40 grand. 

I buy a car for 40 grand 

I offer it for sale for 50 grand 

I share the profit with you. 

If I don't sell the car because nobody wants to pay 50 grand, I keep your money. 

 

Scheme 2 

You send me 200 dollars 

I use it to buy panels. 

I rent out the panels. 

I split profit with you. 

If I don't make any profit, because nobody is paying for such ad-space, I keep your money. 

 

and 

 

if you find more people to send me 200 dollars, I'll give you a gift, like a micrwave oven, or a 

bicycle, or something. 

 

 
Last edited by gsoh2011 : 04-23-2012 at 10:35 AM.  

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&p=1170914&postcount=41
http://www.scam.com/member.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&u=203897
http://www.scam.com/newreply.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&do=newreply&p=1170910
http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?p=1169817
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by gsoh2011  

Oh right, that makes sense now. I go to a car dealer and a buy a brand new BMW for 40 

grand.  

I then do an advertisement that says : 

"For sale - second-hand BMW. Brand new price, 40 grand. Special offer price 50 grand. Hurry 

while stocks last" 

 

Repeat the above process until I have made a fortune. 

 

However, this is tiring for me, so how about these two schemes : 

 

Scheme 1 

You send me 40 grand. 

I buy a car for 40 grand 

I offer it for sale for 50 grand 

I share the profit with you. 

If I don't sell the car because nobody wants to pay 50 grand, I keep your money. 

 

Scheme 2 

You send me 200 dollars 

I use it to buy panels. 

I rent out the panels. 

I split profit with you. 

If I don't make any profit, because nobody is paying for such ad-space, I keep your money. 

 

and 

 

if you find more people to send me 200 dollars, I'll give you a gift, like a micrwave oven, or a 

bicycle, or something. 

ok so.... you have never bought ANYTHING and made a profit??? i wasnt talking about going to 

a dealer!!! i have bought plenty of cars SECOND HAND and made a profit, its NORMAL! 

 

Check how much the ad industry is worth pal lol There always will be advertisers wanting to 

advertise. 

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&p=1171097&postcount=42
http://www.scam.com/member.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&u=270268
http://www.scam.com/newreply.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&do=newreply&p=1170914
http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?p=1170914
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by char  

The above quote is so full of contradiction, I just don't know where to begin. I think the most 

telling is you bought the ad-pub pack, yet you don't have a business. 

 

And if you did, you can't even use your own website but their virtual one! 

 

You state that revenue comes from publishers and not members but you yourself are a 

publisher, ad-pub pack. Oh but you can RENT a website to sell ads on puleeeze. 

 

BannersBroker has certainly done their job in confusing you and masking this ponzi scheme 

(for a while). 

 

One question, can you cash in tomorrow and collect your money without penalty? 

 

And as noname pointed out, a 600% return??!!!!!! 

 

I strongly suggest, again, BB people research adsurfdaily over on patrickpretty.com because 

man you people are being blinded by greed. Shame on all of you that invite others into this. 

How are you going to feel when the bottom falls off and grandma lost her medicine money? 

Shame on you and being stupid is no excuse. 

Its an ad-pub package!!! Do you not get it??? If you have a business you design your banners, 

load them up to the site, they put them on THEIR sites (viral newscast being one) and others so 

people can view them until the impressions you get on that side of the business is used up. If you 

dont have a business (like me) then you can advertise your BB business and hope someone joins 

up using your banner link. 

 

Then there is the other side of this package. This is where the revenue comes in as you will not 

receive revenue from people looking at your advertisements unless they actually ring you up 

after looking at your ad. You are renting space on a website, be it yahoo or facebook or whatever 

(just using these as an example) and then using an open market place you will get an advertiser 

that will want to use your space. Thats how you make the money simple as. 

 

As for the 600% return google DOES all this and probably more but they dont profit share!! The 

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&p=1171101&postcount=43
http://www.scam.com/member.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&u=270268
http://www.scam.com/newreply.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&do=newreply&p=1171097
http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?p=1170657


previous poster might have shares in google but you are getting dividends whereas BB gives 

back 90% of their profits instead making money off membership fees and traffic that you buy if 

you want to do this passively. 

 

I have seen the early bonuses of laptops, luxury holidays etc and that was to get this thing off the 

ground, very crudely ill admit and that was the old program. The legal safegaurds they have in 

place now in every country they operate and the opening of physical offices in multiple countries 

show that they have gotten so much more professional and are growing. 

 

I get that it looks like a scam blah blah blah but at least PROVIDE EVIDENCE!!! Its been in 

existence since NOV'10 so has to be out there. 
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"And if you did, you can't even use your own website but their virtual one!" 

 

If you want to be a publisher and use your site YOU CAN in the PUBLISHER package!!! 
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forgot to add yes you can cash out your money when it goes into your ewallet. Im cashing out 

money next week! 
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

Its an ad-pub package!!! Do you not get it??? If you have a business you design your banners, 

load them up to the site, they put them on THEIR sites (viral newscast being one) and others so 

people can view them until the impressions you get on that side of the business is used up. 

The money being shared out amongst members is therefore the money being put in by members. 

Do you not get it ??? 
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by gsoh2011  

The money being shared out amongst members is therefore the money being put in by 

members. Do you not get it ??? 

if there was nio product then yes id have to agree but theres a product ADVERTISING, there are 

three types of packages attached to the product, NONE OF THE MONEY A MEMBER PUTS 

IN GOES TOWARDS A PAYOUT. At least substantiate your claim which you will have to!!! 

 

But oh wait you CANT!! 

 

Keep spouting your garbage about this company and lets see where it gets you, you cant hide 

behind your keyboard and put down people or businesses without proof you know, not anymore 

and i bet you someone is looking at your claims from a legal point of view. 
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Originally Posted by gsoh2011  

The money being shared out amongst members is therefore the money being put in by 

members. Do you not get it ??? 

i have already told you that anyone that wants to advertise has to come from outside sources! 

None of the members are connected in any way when it comes to advertising or publishing. Im 

just going to mail this link onto support and get them to look at it if they havent already. Idiots 

like you cannot get around the fact a company will profit share, its called being innovative!! 
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

i have already told you that anyone that wants to advertise has to come from outside sources! 

None of the members are connected in any way when it comes to advertising or publishing. 

Didn't you say that you could "advertise" your BB business? 

 

Do they do that for free or do you have to buy a package or pay a fee to do that? 

Quote: 

Its an ad-pub package!!! Do you not get it??? If you have a business you design your banners, 

load them up to the site, they put them on THEIR sites (viral newscast being one) and others so 

people can view them until the impressions you get on that side of the business is used up. If 

you dont have a business (like me) then you can advertise your BB business and hope 

someone joins up using your banner link.  

And if I understand this correctly, if I had a legit business and wanted to advertise it, it would 

only be on this viralnewscast website network which is BB own network. And that the people 

viewing it would be BB people. 

 

Btw, I tried to go to that website and got the warning that site might harm your computer. Ei yiyi 

 

Google headline below: 

Welcome to viralnewscast.com! 

viralnewscast.com/This site may harm your computer. 

 

Then I just typed it in directly and a big red sign popped up on my screen.....Warning! 

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&p=1171287&postcount=49
http://www.scam.com/member.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&u=88620
http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?p=1171254
http://www.scam.com/newreply.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&do=newreply&p=1171277
http://www.scam.com/member.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&u=88620
http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?p=1171277


 

Here's what some others are saying in a BB blog: 

 

Quote: 

was just wondering if everyone's panels that were bought recently have the name "viral 

newscast" attached to the inventory section of the panels? Correct me if im wrong but doesnt 

this mean that i have bought panels on the viral newscast website which is a pretty bare website 

and i presume doesnt get a lot of hits? If so isnt it a bit strange that all my recent panels have 

been bought here when there are 150k more sites, with presumably higher traffic, that i could 

have bought space on?  

Quote: 

Allen, if I'm not mistaken, that is the only one that is showing at the time. It must me an 

example of what we will be seeing once they have the other 199,000 assigned to our panels. 

Not to be alarmed my friend! Your panels are and will continue to receive traffic at a steady 

pace no matter the publisher they are linked to. Hope that helped!  

Quote: 

I just learned something. Thank you, Allen. 

Now, when I go to that ViralNewscast.com website and see all those BB ads all over that page, 

are one of those ads supposed to be mine? 

Or, could one of those "spots" where all those BB ads are running now be my rental real estate 

for my other ads when they get them back up and running again? (I have other ads besides BB 

ads running campaigns) 

I'm not new to banner advertising. I have never known how we would know specifically 

where our ads were running in this BB system.  

Quote: 

i thought you were buying space on a particular website for a period of time until you double 

your outlay. Thats why i think that eventually we will be able to see where our panels have 

been bought, i think it was mentioned in an earlier webinar, and we will have our panels spread 

throughout 200k websites not just viral newscast. Could be wrong but its just the way im 

interpreting things  

IT'S ONLY A MATTER OF TIME!!!! 
__________________ 
If MLM is such a wonderful business model, why aren't you still doing Amway?  
 

 
Last edited by char : 04-24-2012 at 07:28 AM.  
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by char  

Didn't you say that you could "advertise" your BB business? 

 

Do they do that for free or do you have to buy a package or pay a fee to do that? 

 

 

 

And if I understand this correctly, if I had a legit business and wanted to advertise it, it would 

only be on this viralnewscast website network which is BB own network. And that the people 

viewing it would be BB people. 

 

Btw, I tried to go to that website and got the warning that site might harm your computer. Ei 

yiyi 

 

Google headline below: 

Welcome to viralnewscast.com! 

viralnewscast.com/This site may harm your computer. 

 

Then I just typed it in directly and a big red sign popped up on my screen.....Warning! 

 

Here's what some others are saying in a BB blog: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IT'S ONLY A MATTER OF TIME!!!! 

Char, 

 

yes you can advertise your business whether its BB or something else, its included in the 

package you buy whether its the advertiser (which i have no experience of) or the ad-pub combo 

package. You dont earn revenue from this until someone orders from your business or signs up 

under you. The payments you recieve from BB all come from the publishing side of things. I just 

http://www.scam.com/member.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&u=270268
http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?p=1171287


treat the advertiser aspect of my account as a kind of bonus. 

 

Yes i have read those posts and its a forum, people are trying to figure out how this works as its 

so bloody complicated to begin with. there are so many aspects to it it literally takes months to 

grasp it,sometimes by error and thats why a lot iof peiople get their account managed. The 

managers only taker a fee on withdrawals so if you dont make money they wont. 

 

As for viral newscast yes i had that warning also but carried on anyway just to see what it was 

like. Im guessing google warns you as all the content is grabbed from hundreds of other websites 

so the content is not owned by the host. Anyone can look at that site not just BB members. 

 

If you had a business it gets advertised on more than the BB websites but again im not 

experienced in that side to give an exact answer. The ad space you rent is from a network of 

200k websites that is bidded for with members money bpooled together. 

 

 
Last edited by louis_the_dog : 04-24-2012 at 07:49 AM.  
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

i have already told you that anyone that wants to advertise has to come from outside sources! 

Really ? So now you have got to the point of contradicting the BB website, and also 

contradicting yourself. BB and you call it the Ad-Combo package, where you can both advertise 

and earn revenue. That is, revenue being derived from members, like I said, and to which you 

have already agreed. 

Quote: 

Idiots like you cannot get around the fact a company will profit share, its called being 

innovative!!  

You think a company sharing profits is innovative ? Good grief, that explains everything ! 

 

Some might say that your claims of innovation are a hallmark of such schemes, whereas closer 

inspection reveals absolutely nothing new at all. 

 

I note however that the moment you are questioned, you resort to personal abuse. Some might 

http://www.scam.com/showpost.php?s=a013f43a5e8d40e0d3af27735b3cd01c&p=1171294&postcount=51
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also say that is the standard response of those at the bottom of a pyramid, particularly from those 

who don't know there is a pyramid in the first place. 

 

Now, I don't care much either way, but if somebody wants to post how wonderful something is, 

that is their prerogative, and if I want to ask questions, that is mine. But when I ask questions, 

and get insults in return, that speaks volumes. 

 

I note the BB website testimonials section carries testimonials from BB members, but I don't see 

anything from an outside advertiser saying "hey, this is really good, much better than Google, 

we're going to cancel our Adwords". 

In fact, searching the web, I can't find one comment from a happy advertiser. 

 

But what I also find after searching, is other people in other forums and blogs also asking where 

are these outside advertisers, as they can't find any either. 

 

Now, here are the real questions for you : 

can you point me to any websites showing BB-brokered ads, where the ads are paid for by 

outsiders ? Who are these outside advertisers and where can you find their adverts, that is, can 

you point to evidence of this so-called outside money ? 

 

Perhaps you could add those questions to your email to BB support. 

 

Because without that, and the associated revenue, BB are only paying out from revenue coming 

from members, and we've all seen that before, that's not innovation. 
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

Char, 

yes you can advertise your business whether its BB or something else, its included in the 

package you buy whether its the advertiser (which i have no experience of) or the ad-pub 

combo package. You dont earn revenue from this until someone orders from your business or 

signs up under you. The payments you recieve from BB all come from the publishing side of 

things. I just treat the advertiser aspect of my account as a kind of bonus. 

So you are a secondary publisher renting space to sell to BB advertisers promoting thier BB 
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business from the real publishers who are willing to change their website to a virtual online BB 

format that is only currently circulated by BB own closed network but there are 199,000 more to 

come?  

 

You (a BB member) can advertise your business INCLUDED in your package. Is the package 

free or if not, where is that money going? 

 

You earn revenue when someone signs up under you? 

 

Dude, we're trying to help you!!! 

__________________ 
If MLM is such a wonderful business model, why aren't you still doing Amway?  
 

 
Last edited by char : 04-24-2012 at 09:30 AM.  
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Originally Posted by gsoh2011  

Really ? So now you have got to the point of contradicting the BB website, and also 

contradicting yourself. BB and you call it the Ad-Combo package, where you can both 

advertise and earn revenue. That is, revenue being derived from members, like I said, and to 

which you have already agreed. 

 

 

 

You think a company sharing profits is innovative ? Good grief, that explains everything ! 

 

Some might say that your claims of innovation are a hallmark of such schemes, whereas closer 

inspection reveals absolutely nothing new at all. 

 

I note however that the moment you are questioned, you resort to personal abuse. Some might 

also say that is the standard response of those at the bottom of a pyramid, particularly from 

those who don't know there is a pyramid in the first place. 

 

Now, I don't care much either way, but if somebody wants to post how wonderful something is, 

that is their prerogative, and if I want to ask questions, that is mine. But when I ask questions, 
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and get insults in return, that speaks volumes. 

 

I note the BB website testimonials section carries testimonials from BB members, but I don't 

see anything from an outside advertiser saying "hey, this is really good, much better than 

Google, we're going to cancel our Adwords". 

In fact, searching the web, I can't find one comment from a happy advertiser. 

 

But what I also find after searching, is other people in other forums and blogs also asking 

where are these outside advertisers, as they can't find any either. 

 

Now, here are the real questions for you : 

can you point me to any websites showing BB-brokered ads, where the ads are paid for by 

outsiders ? Who are these outside advertisers and where can you find their adverts, that is, can 

you point to evidence of this so-called outside money ? 

 

Perhaps you could add those questions to your email to BB support. 

 

Because without that, and the associated revenue, BB are only paying out from revenue coming 

from members, and we've all seen that before, that's not innovation. 

But thats my whole point,you are making insinuations NOT asking just questions!! 

 

Why can you not get the fact i am stating that IF YOU RENT SPACE ON SITES THROUGH 

BB THEN THE ADVERTISERS WHO IN TURN WANT TO USE THAT SPACE DO NOT 

COME FROM THE BB MEMBERSHIP?? Are you still not getting this. The membership is 

totally seperate to sales that advertise on the ad spaces. Its a different thing!! Those sales are 

found on an open maerketplace where the spaces are put up for bidding. Do you not get that???? 

NONE OF THE REVENUE COMES FROM MEMBERS!!!! IT DOESNT HAVE TO!! tHE 

PUBLISHING SIDE OF THE Adpub combo poackage is seperate from the advertising side, 

again i say i use the advertising side as a bonus because the publishing side is where you get all 

the revenue FROM AN OPEN MARKET.Can you not read this???? As far as personal insults go 

you use an example i used and twisted it to read that i bought a car from a dealer,wtf???  

 

You come on here and spout crap about a company you know nothing about, have no evidence 

of wrongdoing, havent a clue how the product works yet you think your having a balanced 

argument. Are you 12 years old or something??? 

 

Now please i will respond to any questions you have as i have done but i wont put up with smart 

comments or keep repeating myself someone who has no clue as to what he is talking about and 

lets on he does. 
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Senior Member Posts: 3,482  

 
 

Re: Banners Broker  

 
Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

But thats my whole point,you are making insinuations NOT asking just questions!! 

Why can you not get the fact i am stating that IF YOU RENT SPACE ON SITES THROUGH 

BB THEN THE ADVERTISERS WHO IN TURN WANT TO USE THAT SPACE DO NOT 

COME FROM THE BB MEMBERSHIP?? Are you still not getting this. The membership is 

totally seperate to sales that advertise on the ad spaces. Its a different thing!! Those sales are 

found on an open maerketplace where the spaces are put up for bidding. Do you not get 

that???? NONE OF THE REVENUE COMES FROM MEMBERS!!!! IT DOESNT HAVE TO!! 

tHE PUBLISHING SIDE OF THE Adpub combo poackage is seperate from the advertising 

side, again i say i use the advertising side as a bonus because the publishing side is where you 

get all the revenue FROM AN OPEN MARKET.Can you not read this???? As far as personal 

insults go you use an example i used and twisted it to read that i bought a car from a 

dealer,wtf???  

You come on here and spout crap about a company you know nothing about, have no evidence 

of wrongdoing, havent a clue how the product works yet you think your having a balanced 

argument. Are you 12 years old or something??? 

Now please i will respond to any questions you have as i have done but i wont put up with 

smart comments or keep repeating myself someone who has no clue as to what he is talking 

about and lets on he does. 

I have a business that does lots of work on the internet, and as a result I get solicited by everyone 

and their brother who sells adspace on the internet. 

 

I wonder why? Are banner brokers not focused on selling ads to the large spenders outside their 

network? 

 

 
Last edited by Once Upon a Time : 04-24-2012 at 02:00 PM.  
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So you are a secondary publisher renting space to sell to BB advertisers promoting thier BB 

business from the real publishers who are willing to change their website to a virtual online BB 

format that is only currently circulated by BB own closed network but there are 199,000 more 

to come?  

 

You (a BB member) can advertise your business INCLUDED in your package. Is the package 

free or if not, where is that money going? 

 

You earn revenue when someone signs up under you? 

 

Dude, we're trying to help you!!! 

Your trying to help me?? How exactly, ill tell you how you and gsoh can help, learn how this 

business works,learn the product,dont make remarks about it when you seriously have not got a 

clue. I get that you are on here warning people about dodgey companies, thats why i found this 

site and this thread months ago when i joined BB. To see if people had info so it could help. But 

not one of you has any info except you are basing your strong opinions on other businesses that 

yes have caught people for money but this has been around since nov'10 allbeit in a very crude 

form befiore bb2 last january. 

 

Your last post actually looks as if you are getting a little bit what i say as in yes you are a 

secondary publisher who then rents the space out to an outside advertiser NOT ON BB 

WEBSITES but a network of 200k websites. Thats the publisher side. 

 

Yes you (a BB member) can advertise your business (BB or some other business you may have) 

using BB who can target countries or cities or the whole world in a targeted campaign. 

 

Both these are part of the same package and cost anywhere from $10 to $2400 so none of it is 

free really 

 

you dont earn revenue from people joining up as a referral. You earn traffic. Thats how this 

whole thing works,they send traffic to your ads. If you want to go the passive route which a lot 

of people do and not refer a single person then you can buy the traffic,if you have referrals you 

dont have to buy some of the traffic,depends on how many referrals you have and how much 

they spent on packages but its not necessary to have any referrals,thats why i joined also. 

 

 
Last edited by louis_the_dog : 04-24-2012 at 01:29 PM.  
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by Once Upon a Time  

I have a business that does lots of work on the internet, and as a result I get solicited by 

everyone and their brother who sells adspace on the internet. 

 

I wonder why? Are banner brokers not focused on selling ads to the large spenders outside 

their network? 

They do sell member's adspace to advertisers outside their network, thats where the sales come 

from, not members.They buy the space using all members money for low prices due to the 

spending power they have and then put it out on the marketplace and sell to the highest bidders 

in an open maket for a profit. 
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

They do sell member's adspace to advertisers outside their network, thats where the sales come 

from, not members.They buy the space using all members money for low prices due to the 

spending power they have and then put it out on the marketplace and sell to the highest bidders 

in an open maket for a profit. 

Why wouldn't they compete with the lower priced ad space? As an outsider, I certainly wouldn't 

pay up for advertising when I know that not only could I get it cheaper, but that I could count on 

places where I could get sound and accurate effectiveness numbers. 

 

It's very hard to attract the highest advertising bidders these days unless your last name is "NFL" 

and you are selling Superbowl minutes. 
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by Once Upon a Time  

Why wouldn't they compete with the lower priced ad space? As an outsider, I certainly 

wouldn't pay up for advertising when I know that not only could I get it cheaper, but that I 

could count on places where I could get sound and accurate effectiveness numbers. 

 

It's very hard to attract the highest advertising bidders these days unless your last name is 

"NFL" and you are selling Superbowl minutes. 

true but they dont need the highest bidders, they just need bidders who will make them a profit 

however high it would go. Ads will buy for a certain price and sell for a certain price, its their 

buying power that gets them the discount. 
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Originally Posted by louis_the_dog  

true but they dont need the highest bidders, they just need bidders who will make them a profit 

however high it would go. Ads will buy for a certain price and sell for a certain price, its their 

buying power that gets them the discount. 

What is the percentage of outside advertisers buying space on banners broker vs the percentage 

of members advertising? And, same question about volume? 
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What is the percentage of outside advertisers buying space on banners broker vs the 

percentage of members advertising? And, same question about volume? 

They are not buying the space on banners broker they are buying the space on the sites BB has 

bought space for you, that would be 100% if im getting your question correct. The volume would 

obviously depend on the amount BB spends on the spaces which would depend on the number of 

members (40,000 approx.), packages they started with ($10 to $2400 packages so that anyone 

can start as well as "corporate packages" over 5k) ) ,so as a member and not an employee i 

couldnt possibly give that figure. 
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